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Sem 2 

Grade

Final 

Grade

Sem 2 

Effort

Guitar Studio Siktberg A- A- 2

Third Form Chorus Koch 3

English III Krauss A- A 3

III Form Study Skills Mayer 2

Mandarin IV Mayer A A 1

Global Geography & Culture Whiting A- A- 2

Algebra II - Honors Brown B+ A- 3

Computational Physics Waters B+ B+ 2

Comments

Guitar Studio

Steve Siktberg

Adam had another good semester in Guitar Studio. The class continued its work on technique, including chord forms, scale fingerings, strumming, 

cross-picking, fingerpicking and chart reading. They also continued to play songs together and studied music theory, including scale building, chord 

construction, and transposition. Last but not least, the group devoted a significant amount of its time to working on ensemble pieces, two of which they 

performed during Arts Night on the last weekend of the school year.

 

Adam’s spring semester was curiously reminiscent of his performance during the fall. Although he has always tried, the second half of each semester 

featured what I perceived to be a burst of energy. Adam was trying harder, asking more questions, and achieving better results. Although he initially found 

it difficult to keep up with the more advanced members of the group as they worked on their ensemble pieces, Adam persevered and did a good job at our 

Arts Night performance. Adam made significant progress this year, and I hope he will continue with his guitar studies.

Third Form Chorus

Daniel Koch

III Form Chorus culminated with a performance at our last Arts Night. The entire group sang two pieces and the select ensemble sang one. At the end, the 

kids rose to the challenge of putting on a good performance and rallied together. They learned the thrill that is performing in front of a large audience, in 

this case, the entire student body! I hope you all have a great summer!

English III

Sara Krauss

This semester English III covered many centuries of literature. We began with Macbeth in January and ended the winter reading Antigone. Not surprisingly, 

this syllabus was a challenging one for all students, but everyone persevered and made some wonderful connections about power and prestige along the 

way. This spring we covered more accessible material as we read The Glass Castle, a memoir by Jeannette Walls, and The House on Mango Street, a 

collection of vignettes by Sandra Cisneros. While these stories were easier to read, they still dealt with weighty social and cultural issues that, once again, 

everyone reflected upon thoughtfully and with sensitivity. Finally, we rounded out the entire semester with five chapters of Vocabulary Energizers and 

various creative and analytical projects.

Despite the fact that most of his classmates struggled with Macbeth and Antigone, Adam actually made it through effortlessly. His work was always 

completed on time, and was coherent and thoughtful. The only exception to this was the last week or so of the marking period during which time he handed 

in five assignments late (and one not at all). This is not typical of Adam in anyway, so I attributed it to the winter doldrums that most of were feeling at that 

time! This spring, Adam was more or less back to his normal behavior. There was no missed assignments, although some of the homework he was handing 

in was less than satisfactory. Certainly lacrosse fever had a hold on most of the boys in Adam’s class, and I was fearful that he was going to succumb to 

that pressure especially since he is so quiet and passive in class. Ultimately, however, Adam pulled himself back in line around Parent’s Weekend. Overall 

and finished out the second semester better than most of his peers earning an A on his final. This grade, combined with a year of wonderful written work 

and projects, has earned Adam a place in Honors English IV where he is sure to flourish once again. Congrats and have a great summer!

III Form Study Skills

Anzia Mayer
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The Study Skills curriculum this semester began with classes on research and writing. For the second half of the semester, students were given more freedom to manage this time on 

their own, while the class continued to meet in smaller groups to help students on long-term assignments. Adam was excused from Study Skills for most of this semester.

Mandarin IV

Anzia Mayer

In the second semester of Mandarin IV, students completed the Integrated Chinese Level 1 Part 1 textbook. Specifically, they learned to discuss a variety 

of topics, including hobbies, school life, and transportation, as well as how to navigate a variety of situations, such as being a guest, shopping, and making 

plans. Importantly, they reinforced key foundations of Mandarin along the way: perfecting pronunciation, building radical recognition, and memorizing 

stroke orders.

 

Lu Yadan had a terrific second semester. He dedicated himself to tackling the daunting task of recommitting to memory almost every character he has 

learned to say, and in doing so learned that studying Mandarin requires constant review. Additionally, instead of the oral component to his final exam, Lu 

Yadan took the Intermediate-Advanced national standardized test from the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), on which he 

scored as follows.

 

Interpersonal Listening and Speaking: Below Intermediate Level

Interpretive Reading: Intermediate Low

Interpretive Listening: Below Intermediate Level

 

These scores reflect Lu Yadan’s commitment to written Chinese, but show there is still much work to be done advancing his oral proficiency. Next year Lu 

Yadan will likely move into Mandarin III, which is by no means a backwards progression, but rather indicative of a restructured system in which III will be 

our most advanced level. Mandarin III will cover the next textbook, Integrated Chinese Level 1 Part 2. On Lu Yadan’s transcript, the course would appear 

under another title such as “Advanced Mandarin” to avoid confusion on this transition. The complete language immersion environment next year, with a 

greater focus on grammar, will improve Lu Yadan’s oral proficiency by giving him more contexts for his dynamic vocabulary. I encourage him to review this 

year’s textbook over the summer, and even to preview the one for next year, making use of his character workbook along the way. I hope he will also 

consider meeting with me in the fall to discuss study abroad opportunities for next summer and beyond.

 

Final Exam: 90%

Global Geography & Culture

David Whiting

Adam continued to perform well in the spring term.  He consistently handed in thoroughly completed assignments on time.  He proved to be a diligent and 

conscientious student.  This was most evident on tests where his work ethic and attention to details was rewarded with a 96 average.  That was also his 

score on the final exam.  Adam’s Achilles heel continued to be generating original ideas.  When asked to research or generate an answer based on reading, 

Adam was adept at finding pertinent information.  When asked to develop his thoughts about the information, Adam had difficulty manipulating and finding 

a common theme within the information.  This difficulty was most evident in his essay writing.  His last essay about the role of recreation in American 

culture was a prime example.  He found interesting information and made mention of socio-economic status influencing when children begin sports, but 

missed the opportunity to develop that idea and tie it to culture.  With more practice and a conscious effort to develop his written expression, Adam will 

continue to find success next year. 

Algebra II - Honors

Thomas Brown

Algebra II emphasizes a mastery of the basic operations that allow students to manipulate variables and functions.  In the first semester, our curriculum is 

focused on linear and quadratic relationships. In the second semester, we explore more complex functions including polynomial, radical, exponential and 

logarithmic curves. Students learn the basic shapes of these relationships as well as the algebraic tools required to manipulate the equations. By the end of 

the year, students can identify patterns between different types of functions and can incorporate techniques of multiple chapters into a single problem. We 

end the year with a brief introduction to rational functions where students examine the relationship between the apparent height of an object and the 

distance they are from it.

 

Adam had a good second semester in Algebra II. Unfortunately, he had more difficulty mastering the later topics in the year due to their increased abstract 

nature. Adam performed very well on quizzes where he was assessed on fewer topics. He averaged an A+ on these, demonstrating a strong mastery of the 

individual skills. However, his test average was a B. My impression is that Adam struggled to connect one idea to another and had trouble seeing individual 

steps when multiple skills were blended into the same question. It would have been nice to see Adam in extra help to review some of his tests. In class 

however Adam continued to be a model student. He took great notes, never hesitated to work on practice and was a great participant. It was a pleasure to 

work with Adam this year.

Computational Physics

Somerset R. Waters

Midterm A-     Final B+        Homework A-            Quizzes B-       Labs A-         Year Grade B+

                                                 Highest Flying Rocket
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Adam’s grade dropped slightly in the spring, which is normal in this course, from his A- fall letter grade. The computational skills became more important 

this semester as we encountered the kinematic equations and Newton’s Laws of Motion, and often these were undeveloped skills when the students arrived. 

On the final exam, Adam’s grade of B+ compared favorably with the average exam grade of C+, but unfavorably with his winter final exam grade of A+. 

Adam performed brilliantly on the problem-solving section of the exam and on the essay question about the physics of the bottle rocket launch. His weakest 

performance was on the free-body diagram in which he was asked to calculate forces. As in the fall, his lowest grades were on the quizzes, where his B- 

average only equaled the class quiz average. The highlight for Adam was his construction and launch of his bottle rocket. This was our last lab activity, and 

it summarized all of the physics that we learned this year. Not only did Adam describe the physics of the rocket extremely well on the final exam, but his 

and his partner’s rocket achieved the highest altitude at 186 feet. We will celebrate with a dinner at 4B’s with the winners from my other section when we 

return in the fall. Adam was a very conscientious student and actively participated in our discussions. He worked well in small group activities with his 

partners. He learned the content and the skills that we set out as our goals in the beginning of the year. Congratulations to Adam for a successful year in 

physics.

2nd Spring Semester

Honor Roll - Sem. 2

Honor Roll - Year End

Honor Roll

Achievement Grades:

A+ = 97-100  B+ = 87-89   C+ = 77-79  D+ = 65-69

A   = 94-96   B   = 84-86   C   = 74-76  D   = 60-64

A-  = 90-93   B- = 80-83   C-  = 70-73  F = Below 60

Effort Grades:

1 = Extraordinary          4 = Needs Improvement

2 = Very Good              5 = Unsatisfactory

3 = Satisfactory
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